
ROYAL COMMISSION ARISTOCRACY
EX'O , EXECUTIONER SQUADRON BRANCH

                                                 
MAIN CHARGES , INDICTMENT , Firing Squad Sanction
ESPIONAGE ,SEDITION , INGENIOUS ACTIONS & FEIGNED IGNORANCE'S TO 
AVIOD LITIGATION , PROSECUTION & DUE PROCESS . Tampering with secrecy scientific material , 
Public figure of "limited purpose" etc.

Autokrator Honorable Supreme Judge R. Kevin Lee KEVIN LEE , KEVIN G LEE ,
KEVIN A LEE , SHA OR SHY STUBBS , LLOYD BEEN , GEORGE BEEN , ALBERT , ABDULLAH YUSEF ALI , AMERICA KING ,Cigs 
(Names used in 19th century after several staged death etc cases). DIRECT CONTACT : 646-898-8025
ROYALCOMMISSION84@GMAIL.COM 
WEBSITE : GODTHERULER.GQ

OBSERVE RENEGADE
 FOR PRETERNATURAL, INHERENT , TAMPERING WITH SECRET SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL , OBE , Astral Body

IF SUSPICION IS CONFIRMED BY DETAIL (SECRET SERVICE) ARREST HOLD AS MATERIAL WITNESS PREPARE FOR INTENSE INTERROGATION ,PRETERNATURAL 
TESTING ,MEDICAL TESTING 

RENEGADE BODY COUNT
1) VICTIM DR.HIRSH CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER -2016 MOTIVE : CREATOR OF PRETERNATURAL TESTING ETC.

2)HISTORIC FIGURE ACTING GRANDFATHER ATWELL JONES VETERAN MILITARY OFFICIAL : COMPLAINED OBAMA STOLE MY BOOK AND WIFE WAS SEEN . DIED AFTER 
SUPERNATURAL BOOKS WERE REMOVED FROM BK FLAT-BUSH HOME BY PRETERNATURALISM OBAMA AND FAMILY .

3)HISTORIC FIGURE ACCOUNTANT ANGELO COSCIA SERIOUSLY HOSPITAL LOSSING KIDNEY DURING FILING OF LAWSUIT OF OBAMA SECERT FRIEND PASTOR WILLIAM 
MARTIN AND GERDES IMPERSONATING HISTORIC FIGURE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER . ACCOUNTANT ALSO LOST SON AND GRANDSON IN ONE WEEK A DAY AWAY WHILE 
HOSPITALIZED .INTENTIONAL INFLICTED KIDNEY DISEASE CAN BE TRACKED & WILLIAM MARTIN CONFIRMED AND PROVEN TO TAMPERED PREVIOUSLY WITH SECRETE 
SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL WILLIAM CLAIM TO HEAL CONVICTED PRETERNATURAL RAPIST\ FAMILY "EBONY WEATHERS" COCONSPIRATOR . ALLIED FORCES VS WILLIAM 
MARTIN GERDES LEE 101396/18 MANHATTAN CIVIL 

4)CURRENTLY MY AUNT FROM TURKS & CAICOS DIED :MOTIVE : COMPLAINED SHE HAD A DISGRUNTLE SECERT BOYFRIEND WHO STOLE (OBAMA IMPERSONATING JAY-Z 
& JAY-Z AS CO-CONSPIRATOR) AUNT died 2019

Michelle Obama
OBLIVIOUS TO FACTS ,FEIGNED IGNORANCE ("HERE SAY" USED PERVIOUSLY : MY HUSBAND OR SOMEONE STOLE MY BODY (OBE) WHEN SHE STOLE THE BOOKS TO DO 
THIS.

Helped remove books from grandfather clothing closet with 1000 of witness to concur after being caught previously and forced to bring books back ("here say" used , he (obama) make 
me do it or he stole my body) 

Public Figure with "limited purpose"

Investigations Needed
Personal finances : suspension : jump from $700,000 to 40 million a peaces Net worth
 

Definition of unknown laws 
inherent : existing in someone : example :  Previous closed investigation prove books were stolen that can make a soul detach from body.

astral body : astral projection : is previous hypothesis or contribution for thought explaining how souls can leave the body implemented by believers before proved by Royal Commission in 1980 and 
Historic figure .

tampering with secret scientific material : tampering is preternatural and illegal : VOODOO ,WITCHCRAFT ,CABALAS ,SANTA MARIA WERE MADE BY TAMPERING

PRETERNATURAL : IS ILLEGAL & DEMONIC THE REVERSE OF SUPERNATURAL YOU CAN GOOGLE PRETERNATURAL AND CAN SEE HOW OBAMA TRYED TO MISLEAD TO ALTER 
HISTORY BY PAYING AND MAKING WEBSITE TO MAKE PRETERNATURAL LOOK SEEMINGLY POSITIVE BY CHANGING AND EQUALING PRETERNATURAL AS SUPERNATURAL SEEN IN 
%5 OF ONLINE REPORTS CLIAM PRETERNATURAL IS EQUAL %95 CLAIM PRETERNATURAL DEMONIC 

DEBT OWED TO HISTORIC FIGURE :
$700,000 EVADING LITIGATION (CHIEF JUSTICE & OBAMA INTENTIONAL LIE AND COVERUP AND FINAGLE LAWSUITS AND AND ETERNAL LAW



$ 700 TRILLION PLUS RE-ROUTED ,WITH-HELD ,SNEAK THEIF ,SWINDLING VULNERABLE ELDERLY & UNINFORMED

 ARISTOCRACY GOV. HAZARD MISSING BOOKS , DOCUMENTS :
HUMAN ADVANCEMENT KIT :
HUMAN BODY STORAGE CLOSET : OLD WAY TO STORE BODY 
MIDWIFE BOOK: PREGNANCY ADVANCEMENTS PROCEDURE

TOTALITY OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES
INTENTIONAL ABUSE OF AUTHORITY AND ICONIC STATUS USING HIS LIKENESS (CELEBRITY) TO MANIPULATE .

FACTS AND LAWS: REFERENCES
Divine right of kings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_right_of_kings
The divine right of kings, divine right, or God's mandate is a political and religious doctrine of ... The state of monarchy is the supremest thing upon earth, for kings are not only God's lieutenants upon earth and sit upon God's throne, but even 
by God ... For there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God.
Queens, God & Government - Juicy Ecumenism https://juicyecumenism.com/2016/11/16/god-government/
Nov 16, 2016 ... Monarchy is God's sacred mission to grace and dignify the earth, to give ... believing in “separation of church and state,” and that the clergy are ... And yet this spiritual view of monarchy does not claim coercive political 
power.The divine right of kings, or divine-right theory of kingship, is a political and religious doctrine of royal and political legitimacy. It asserts that a monarch is subject to no earthly authority, deriving his right to rule directly from the will of God.
meaning - 'Preternatural' vs 'supernatural' - English Language ... https://english.stackexchange.com/q/34643
The fruit of the action of an angelical or demoniacal nature is said to be preternatural. The word comes from "praeter naturam", beyond nature. Supernatural is the action which goes beyond any created nature. This form of activity belongs 
only to God.
By the 16th century, the term "preternatural" was increasingly used to refer to demonic activity comparable to the use of magic by human adepts: The Devil, "being a natural Magician ... may perform many acts in ways above our knowledge, 
though not transcending our natural power."
Paranormal:
“para” is Latin for “beyond” – so it literally means “beyond natural” “claimed occurrence, event, or perception without scientific explanation, such as extrasensory perception” “beyond normal explanation; outside normal sensory channels; 
extrasensory” “not scientifically explainable; supernatural” “defies science; against reality” Supernatural: “not existing in nature or subject to explanation according to natural laws; not physical or material” “attributed to a power that 
seems to violate or go beyond natural forces” “attributed to God or a deity; demigod, spirit, or devil” “preternatural” “attributed or pertaining to ghosts, goblins, or other unearthly beings” “an order of existence beyond the visible observable 
universe; related to the realm of the unexplained” Preternatural: “surpassing the ordinary or normal” “extraordinary” “transcending the natural or material order; supernatural” “existing outside of nature” “another word for 
supernatural”
1. GOD - supernatural 2. Vampire – preternatural 3. Ghost – paranormal 4.

Zombie – preternatural 5. Werewolf – preternatural 6. The Fey – supernatural 7.
Alien – supernatural 8. ShapeShifter – preternatural 9. Poltergeist – paranormal 10. Witch/Wizard – paranormal and/or preternatural – which one would it be? Paranormal because it goes beyond

the five senses but Preternatural because it goes beyond scientific explanation but is from this world.
§ 165.07 Unlawful use of secret scientific material. A person is guilty of unlawful use of secret scientific material
when, with intent to appropriate to himself or another the use of
secret scientific material, and having no right to do so and no
reasonable ground to believe that he has such right, he makes a
tangible reproduction or representation of such secret scientific material
by
means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or electronically
reproducing or recording such secret scientific material. Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.
Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.
in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/ adjective
1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.
Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are called astral, 
etheric, or spiritual.
Astral body - Wikipediatangible
reproduction or representation of such secret scientific material
by
means of writing, photographing, drawing, mechanically or electronically
reproducing or recording such secret scientific material. Unlawful use of secret scientific material is a class E felony.
Inherent | Definition of Inherent by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherent Inherent literally refers to something that is "stuck in" something else so firmly that they can't be separated.
in·her·ent/inˈhirənt,inˈherənt/ adjective
1. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute.
Astral projection is a paranormal interpretation of out-of-body experiences that assumes the existence of one or more non-physical planes of existence and an associated body beyond the physical. Commonly such planes are called astral, 
etheric, or spiritual.
Astral body - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_body Astral body is a subtle body posited by many philosophers, intermediate between the intelligent soul and the mental body, composed of a subtle material. The concept 
ultimately derives from the philosophy of Plato: it is related to an astral plane, which consists of the planetary heavens of astrology.
Astral Body — What is an Astral Body? - Ananda.org https://www.ananda.org/yogapedia/astral-body/
The astral body (also called “energy body”) is the type of body one possesses in the astral world, where most beings go after death. It is made of prana, or life force.
Astral projection - Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection Astral projection (or astral travel) is a term used in esotericism to describe a willful out-of-body experience (OBE) that assumes the existence of a soul or 
consciousness called an "astral body" that is separate from the physical body and capable of travelling outside it throughout the universe.

Humbly Yours,

R.KEVIN LEE



                                                                                                                                                                                     

  

                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                          

King Ruler God 1900TH century Records of God
On record living threw reincarnation since 1909 coming back to his island Belfour Salt Cay changing his appearance around the end of 1930's-1954 to Lloyd George Been who was said 
that people impersonating his family tried to kill him some claim he was swallowed by a whale or fish but no body was ever found and funerals were staged later it was learned 
preternatural criminal enterprise made his body astral and inflected memory loss to forget his wealth, children or accomplishment and how to operate supernatural power at times the 
young Ruler would be sneaked thieved by criminal enterprise impersonating family and left Ruler at times not even remembering how to read or write . Also framed attempts as a drug 
dealer or gangster around the 1950 after criminal enterprise was caught stealing his family bodies (Astral Body)to get to finances preternaturalism caught selling drugs under his name 
and using his body unbelievable to American police and federal authorities but Turks and Caicos police knew of Lloyd wealth .After several adempt attempts and supernatural power was 
manipulated to operate preternatural a.k.a demonic disowned son Shareefe Gilyard , mother She She Gilyard and some of the Elam family and celebrity Kimora Lee Simmons are repeat 
fugitives convicted and banished for parallel schemes the local police of Salt Cay helped prove memory loss & test that prove i was tranquilized to a kid and with bank accounts he forgot 
about thinking he was poor but had Tillions of dollars in accounts in the house. Found around 1954-55 out his body as a loss soul the King made the body he is in now holding the same 
body since the 1950-.Kevin his name used in American states moving here around 1984 with loyal kids and Gerdes Yvonne Lee who finage Ruler out of his money.With names like Sha 
or Shy Stubbs given to him by a family on the island who let him board with them. Yusef was another name used until 1984 the full name is Abdullah Yusef Ali given honorary by writer 
Abdullah Yusuf Ali he wrote a version of the Bible with the deed to world in it .Albert was a change of race for the young Ruler he first naturally changed with a soap that can change or 
lighten your skin complexion where I appear Caucasian later done with my power source and cosmotology . "The change was just my way of saying black and white are the same 
"people" because of the conflict of slavery till the 1960's I had white family's who took me in like those in Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle." Rick Rubin, the young Gods first 
Business partner & co- founder of Def Jam Recording the first major or commercial Rap recording label . Rubin mentor /consultant to America when starting a now successful culture "Hip 
Hop" Albert was the body he did a lot of business in the beginning of "Hip Hop" Rick Rubin didn't believe it was me at first in the states because of "Shareefe" cloning me for cowardly acts 



of hatred and jealous of wealth and family bond between daughters and scared of criminal due process but the money ,knowledge ,work
ethic ,writing ,documents proved everything to Mr. Rubin it was the only way I could prove it after a pervious ademption and stolen documents .Russell Simmons cooperated with a 
scheme to cover up history and ancient Facts and intentionally helped then wife Kimora and Rulers biological daughter Aoki a staged daughter for Kimora in a international cover up and 
conspiracy to deprive and mislead billions of people and Ruler . He mislead the world with fake or staged news, reports and photo ops claiming that's his daughter leading to him being 
Framed and caught in his current rape scandal that was investigated and was found Kimora has a Astral body and has been caught before in Russell body . NYPD (73pct,69pct,67 
Flatbush pct. AND FEDERAL SYSTEM covered up reports and preternatural behavior and activity of Kimora Lee Simmons abusing her public figure status demoted to "limited purpose" 
Ingenious ,acting concerned but have other motives, lying or misleading informant leading to Russell Simmons current character assignation because he lied and said facts were untrue 
and preternatural can't happen or reincarnation is myth, not mythological going along with Kimora and criminal enterprise who are not as financially stable as Russell when he had to kick 
up to much money and wanted out they public assinating his character and set him up to extort sometimes just to keep silenced with threats not to talk about topics as sensitive as 
preternatural rape .
Kevin, George ,or Cigs or America King author was used after 1984 after learning about the "Poverty Stricken Epidemic" in United States and worldwide living seemingly sheltered on his 
small island . His currency in government accounts (Federal , State,Monarchs ) has been misappropriated , misused , mishandle , among other charges . With no resolution politically or 
from federal system ,not even a thought process for governments who sole purpose for assembly and establishment is for the betterment ,care and upholding the rights of its 
citizens .These institutions have strait from their original purpose . Bringing the militaries to conduct a military review before a guaranteed economical infusing to the hand of the 
homeless, poverty stricken , and poor and deprived .
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